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It’s great to have a computer-savvy young person in the house again!

Under one roof again…all grown up
and (re)learning to live together happily
By Susan Newman, Ph.D.

M

ultigenerational families are making a comeback.
Offspring are not viewed as “failures” or parents as
“enablers” when adult children return to the nest.
These days, in fact, families are reuniting under one roof
in record numbers. Independence is no longer the “gold
standard.” The stigma of adult children of any age returning home or living with parents in their house (or yours)
has vanished.
The old term “boomerang kids” referred to college
grads who returned home to live. Now a “boomeranger”
is as likely to be a 50-year-old parent, a 75-year-old grandparent, a midlife adult with a family in tow or a 28-yearold trying to figure out what she or he wants to do next.
As of last year, the U.S. Census Bureau and the AARP
estimated the number of multigenerational households at
6.2 million and growing. For the most part, family members who move in together enjoy their lives—and their
lives are made less stressful and more manageable by the
new living arrangements.

That’s especially true for 20-somethings. It is emotionally easier for them to live with their parents than it was,
say, for young people in the 1960’s and 70’s. The reason:
parents today tend to be savvier, more aware and more
understanding of their adult children’s struggles. There is
still a generation gap, but it’s less divisive.
Together again: the challenges
Every family has unique issues that make life as an adult
nuclear family interesting and, at times, taxing. For example, siblings not living in the household may feel left
out, or they may assume that the brother or sister at home
is taking financial advantage. Some conflicts are based on
generational preferences, such as playing loud music or
constantly talking or texting on a cell phone. Many parents also find it difficult to ease off on parenting.
Like anything new and different, it takes time to adjust
to living together under one roof again. It’s important to
be patient. Relationships typically progress and improve
Continued on page 2...

Under one roof again...

patterns: parents who treat
as family members get used
adult children
to each other. And whether
like kids and
you’re the parent or the adult
adult children
child, you’ll want to have
who act like
some talks before the move
10-year-olds
(probably more than one)
and want their
to ease or prevent conflicts
parents to take
down the road. In your talks,
care of them
explore thoughtfully what evagain.
eryone thinks will happen.
Whether
you’re an adult
Share your expectations
child or a parent, it helps
Tackle the major issues upto look back
front. Let everyone know the
and ask yourparameters: How long will you
self if there’s
(or they) stay? Who will cona pattern that
tribute financially? How much?
needs breakWho does what to help out?
ing. Are you
Discuss seemingly minor
perpetuating a
issues, too. Often, little things
cycle of babying
that aren’t mentioned early on
that your parcan become a source of irritaents started? Or
tion. Take on the nitty-gritty
that you started
such as what you eat or don’t,
years
ago?
what’s yours and what’s not
With big student loans to repay, many new college
It’s
not imin the refrigerator, who feeds graduates decide to live at home for awhile.
possible
to love
the cat or walks the dog and
tended
to
talk
at
them
rather
than
people
and
also
try
to
run
their
who drives whom to work if peowith
them.
As
adults,
you
can
lives.
With
mobile
phones,
e-mail
ple share cars.
Openness in your initial talks make these into two-way conver- and texting, parents who want
to organize their adult children’s
is a good barometer of how well sations.
lives—or adult children who want
you will be able to communicate Pushing those buttons
to keep tabs on their folks—can
with each other going forward. As
you will discover, there’s a huge As grownups living together in the do so without much difficulty.
If you’re on the receiving end of
difference between now and when same house, you are likely to view
this
behavior, run through a quick
you lived together as parent and your entire relationship differchecklist
before you respond:
ently. Life experiences have probchild or as siblings.
In many ways, it can be better. ably broadened your perspective, u Is she well-intentioned?
You can have a real dialogue of the raised your tolerance level and al- u Is he overreacting?
u Am I overreacting?
sort you may have been unable to tered your needs.
Even so, hot-button issues will u Am I being too sensitive?
have back then. When their kids
were growing up, many parents arise. It’s easy to fall back into old u Am I being fair?
Continued from page 1…

Short-circuiting criticism
Sensitivity runs high for an unemployed parent or adult child who
may need to retrain or explore
alternative avenues. For example,
just wanting to be helpful, you
might ask to look over the jobseeker’s resume. But your offer
may be interpreted as criticism.
Parents and their adult offspring often continue to assess
each other’s appearance, career or
life style. A mom might say, “Are
you sure you want to wear that
tight top to Aunt Ingrid’s party?”
Daughters can be harsh in their
comments too: “Mother, really.
Get rid of those granny shoes.”
If it starts to feel like family
members are crossing a line with
their comments, you might try
one of these responses: “I feel like
you’re judging me when you say
things like that.” Or “You may not
be aware of it, but you’re hurting
my feelings.” Or “Sometimes I feel
as if I can’t do anything right.”
Think before you speak
Living together will allow you to
say and do many things that may
be better left alone. Think before
you blurt out something you know
the other person is sensitive about.
Be aware that your opinion may
be interpreted as criticism. Make
light of behaviors that get to you
by turning them into a shared joke.
Act like the grown-ups you are. u
—Adapted from the author’s new
book Under One Roof Again (Lyons
Press). See We Recommend (p. 8).
Visit www.susannewmanphd.com.

If you’re the adult child living back home

Y

ou may have been forgetful and self-centered as a teenager. But you’ve come a long way since then. Trouble is,
your parents may still see you as that “other person.”

Clean up after yourself—and then some.

When you’re living together under one roof, it’s important
to show your parents the new you. A good place to start is
to ask them sincerely for their advice. You might also:

way home to see if you should pick up groceries or dry
cleaning. If you use a parent’s car, fill the gas tank.
Be thoughtful. Alert your parent that the other

Pitch in more. Complete chores without being asked,

parent’s birthday is coming up.

and do what’s asked of you in good time and in good
humor.

Surprise people. Make or buy someone’s favorite
dessert. Or give a technology lesson if you’re the expert
in such things.

Don’t take your parents for granted. Say

“thank you” often for all things provided.
2

Do a little more than people expect you to do.
Anticipate the needs of others. Call on the

Step up for big chores. Tell a parent to relax and take it
easy—you’ll mow the lawn, scrub the floor or wash the car.
Bring home flowers—for no reason. Trim the stems, put
the bouquet in a vase and clean up after yourself.
Offer to add more to your weekly or monthly contribu-

tion when you can—and before you are asked. No paycheck?
Offer to provide a helpful service.
Take the initiative in your free time to fix something--a

broken railing, loose screw. Offer to clean the garage or paint
a room that could use sprucing up. u
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Interchange

A view about parenting from a stepdad
Q

I like what Dr. Frank Pittman
said in your newsletter (May
2010, page 2): that stepparents can
“exert influence through friendship and loving involvement.”
As a new stepdad, I want that.
But I work different shifts and
don’t know what my new hours
will be until the end of the month.
I’ve missed a recital and a school
play so far this year. I feel like I’m
letting the kids down when I’m
not there on special occasions,
especially since their biological
father is not on the scene.

reason or another, can’t always be
there for important events in their
children’s lives.
Here are some suggestions:

Don’t make promises you can’t keep. As
soon as you know what your hours
will be, let kids know if you will
(or will not) be able to attend their
event. It sounds like your stepchildren are old enough to understand that you have a floating work
schedule.
Just be aware that younger children in particular are under the
impression that their parents have
—W.F., Milwaukee more power over their work schedYou’re not alone in this situ- ules (and other aspects of our lives)
ation. Many parents, for one than we really do have.

A

Brainstorm with kids on ways to share an
event that you will be unable to

attend. Maybe you could go to a
play rehearsal or stage a “private
recital” in your living room. Or
perhaps someone could make a
digital recording of part of the
event that everyone could watch
together afterwards.

Get a full account of what you missed. Don’t
overdo the apologies and keep a
sense of humor about not being
superhuman. Kids can accept the
idea that you are with them in
thought and spirit—even if your
body has to be somewhere else.
And when you have the time, do
something special together. u

research review

Yes, it’s true...‘family time’ has grown

T

his may be surprising, but studies are showing
that both mothers and fathers are spending significantly more time with their children than
previous generations of parents did.
Before 1995, moms spent about 12 hours a week
“attending to the needs of their children.” By 2007,
the number rose to 21.2 hours for college-educated
women and 15.9 hours for others, according to Garey
Ramey and Valerie A. Ramey, economists at the University of California, San Diego, who presented their
findings at a Brookings Institution conference.
During the same period, economists Dan Sacks
and Betsey Stevenson, of Pennsylvania’s Wharton
School, found that the time dads spend with their
families has nearly doubled—from 4.5 hours to 9.6
hours a week for college-educated men.
Earlier studies reported increases in parenting time
starting in the 1990s. What makes the new research
important is that it links many previous time-use
surveys and breaks down data by
age of the child and education
levels, said New York Times columnist Tara Parker-Pope.
This research may say something about modern marriage as
well. Dr. Stevenson noted that earlier generations of parents had more
“specialized” roles that tended to
keep them apart. But these days
mothers do less cooking and cleaning, fathers spend more time at
WFL June 2010 w www.workandfamilylife.com

home, and couples share household chores so they
can spend more time together.
The Ramey study, among others, uses data that
don’t count the hours parents spend “around” their
kids, at the dinner table, for example. Instead, it
tracks specific activities in which moms and dads
are involved.
“It’s taking kids to school, helping them with
homework, bathing them, playing catch with them
in the back yard,” said Erik Hurst, an economist at
the University of Chicago. “Those are the activities
that have increased over the last 15 to 20 years.”
In her summary of the research, Parker-Pope
also cited the work of Ellen Galinsky, president of
the Families and Work Institute and executive editor of this newsletter.
“Parents are feeling like they
don’t have enough time with their
children. It’s a function of people
working so hard,” Galinsky said.
But children see it differently. In
Galinsky’s landmark study Ask the
Children, more than 1,000 kids
were asked to make “one wish”
for their parents.
Parents expected their children to say they wanted more
family time. “[But] kids were
more likely to wish that their
parents were less tired and less
stressed,” said Galinsky. u

Ellen Galinsky, M.S.,
Executive Editor of Work
& Family Life, is President
of the Families and Work
Institute, a researcher on
national and international
studies, and author of more
than 40 books and reports
including “Mind in the
Making.“

Susan Ginsberg Ed.D.,
Editor & Publisher of Work
& Family Life, was Associate
Dean at Bank Street College.
She is the author of “Family
Wisdom: The 2000 Most
Important Things Ever Said
about Parenting, Children
and Family Life” (Columbia
University Press).

This is your column. We invite you to
send questions about work and family life or tell us how you solved a
problem that you think a lot of people
face. Write: Dr. Susan Ginsberg, Work
& Family Life, 305 Madison Avenue,
Suite 1143, New York, NY 10165. Email: workfam@aol.com.

Trying to bridge
the workplace
generation gap?

A

s baby boomers stay on the job
longer, they’re finding themselves
working more and more with
people their children’s age. There’s
a generation gap at the workplace,
according to 79% of the respondents
to a survey by the Pew Research
Center. Much of the divide is based
on technology. Here’s what the Pew
survey found:
n Only 5% of adults 65 or older
get most or all of their calls on cellphones compared to 72% for adults
under 30.
n Adults 65 or older leave voice mail

messages, but adults under 30 tend
to not listen to voice mail. They just
look to see who called.
n Older workers often use the “because I said so” explanation. Younger
workers feel disrespected when they
are ordered rather than asked to do
something.
To bridge the gap: text more,
get on Facebook and make your
e-mails short. Even better: put your
e-mail message into the subject line
with NOM (no other message). u
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elder issues

‘Mom’s clutter is starting to look like hoarding’
By Anne Perryman

Launching a clean-up

any older people live in
cluttered homes, and
when the clutter starts to
get seriously out of control, it can look like hoarding. But
there’s a difference.
“Clutter” is characterized by
piles of papers, magazines, clothing and other collectibles that take
up most or all of the surface space
in a person’s home. “Hoarding” is
more overwhelming. It’s typically
a floor-to-ceiling accumulation,
with a person’s living space significantly reduced or eliminated.

If the situation is in fact
serious and your relative or
friend agrees to a clean-up,
here are some general ideas
for moving forward:

M

Understanding why
Clutter and hoarding are, to some
extent, the result of a consumer
society that encourages us to buy
things—and older people are by
no means the only ones with clutter problems. When possessions in
anyone’s home don’t get sorted and
dealt with, they pile up.
There’s such as thing as “compulsive hoarding” too. It’s a disorder that can be found across cultures and tends to run in families.
And when compulsive hoarders
get “cleaned out,” they tend to refill their spaces rather quickly.
But most older people are not
compulsive in that sense. They’re
just people who have too much
stuff that didn’t get organized.
Whatever the situation with your
relative, it’s important to understand why so many people hang
on to things they no longer need
or use. Elder issues expert Barbara
Friesner of AgeWiseLiving.com
suggests some of main reasons.
l Fear

of getting rid of some-

thing valuable.

In other words,
there’s treasure in that trash, and
you don’t dare throw out the trash
without sorting through it for the
treasures. Many people who have
lived through hard times also feel
strongly about not being wasteful,
and the act of pitching objects en
masse into landfill feels wasteful.
4

l Engage

the person as
much as possible. Make
the project a collaboration,
with your relative on the
scene. Even major clutterers
deserve some control over
the fate of their possessions.
Be aware that sometimes
it’s easier to work with an
Most people are not compulsive hoarders. They just have too much stuff! impartial crew and a profesl An emotional attachment l Wearing the same clothes for sional organizer.
to possessions such as wedding days at a time or starting to appear l Sort and organize beforehand
clothes, gifts from loved ones, or unkempt. Having to move things as much as possible. This will save
even back issues of National Geo- in order to sit down or go to bed. time in the long run—and money
graphic. Many older people are l
Complaining about problems too, if someone is being hired to
unhappy because “my children
at home with kitchen fixtures and work on the clean-up. Find somedon’t want these things.”
appliances, bathroom facilities or thing your relative would enjoy
sorting—like old family photos.
l Physical frailty or disability. troubles with a neighbor.
It can be difficult for people who
l If pets are involved, make sure
How to get started if
live alone (or in walkup buildings
the animal is able to access a litthere is a real problem
or who need to climb stairs) to
ter box, resting places and a clean
dispose of things. In other words, People typically have mixed emo- feeding area. Hoarding and major
that broken TV set will stay where tions about their possessions: they clutter have a negative impact on
it is unless someone carries it out. feel anxious about losing control pets as well as people.
l Depression. This is seen more over their living space, but they
also feel a strong attachment to l Be kind. For many people, partand more as a significant cause
ing with possessions can feel like
their belongings.
of clutter. Dementia can play a
Get a sense of how your older giving away a piece of themselves.
role too. Your older relative may
relative views the situation and In fact, material possessions can
be unable to distinguish between
what kind of help she or he may have great power over our lives.
what’s useful and what’s not.
be willing to accept. If you come “We invest our memories, insecul Spiraling effect. When things across as controlling or judgmen- rities and anxieties in our objects,”
pile up and get messy, people of- tal, you won’t get very far, said writes Jamie Novak in her book
ten feel ashamed and they don’t Fleisner: “It’s better to be flexible Stop Throwing Money Away.
want to be found out—which, of and patient.”
l Recycle. Try to find organizaJust don’t be surprised if your tions or people who can use the
course, makes matters worse.
offer to help with a clean-up is re- things your loved one needs to disSigns of a serious problem
fused at first. And before you start card. It takes longer and requires
The New York City Task Force making demands, ask yourself more sorting and bagging, but in
on Hoarding cites these as possible these questions: Is this normal clut- the long run it feels better—to evsigns that someone has a problem: ter or is it a truly serious situation? If eryone involved—than throwing
it’s serious, does my parent see it that the accumulations of a lifetime
l Not letting people inside the way too? Is he or she able to make an
into a dumpster. It’s easier to do
home. Prefering to meet elsewhere. informed decision? Is she or he aware than you might imagine. Start
l Losing things. The inability of potential consequences from not with the Salvation Army, Goodtaking action, such as not being able will, thrift stores and online sites
to find important documents.
to continue to live at home?
such as Craigslist and eBay. u
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parenting

Helping kids navigate in a media-driven world

C

ommercials are nothing new.
We all grew up with them.
What’s new is that advertisers are targeting more of
their messages to children—and
that kids as young as toddlers are
getting those messages loud and
clear (see Research Review, Work &
Family Life, May 2010).
CommonSenseMedia.org,
which helps parents manage the
media in their kids’ lives, reports
that “product placement, online
promotions and viral marketing
have taken over children’s world.”
“If companies were marketing
bananas and broccoli, we wouldn’t
be concerned,” said Dr. Margo G.
Wootan of the Center for Science
in the Public Interest.
Way too much sugar
Kids are bombarded with ads for
food products high in fat, sugar,
salt and calories. TV shows and
movies are filled with “buy me”
messages (product placements).
Online games, contests and “free”
cellphone ring tones are disguised
efforts to capture kids’ e-mail addresses when they respond or forward to friends (viral marketing).
Advertisers know that the earlier children learn about a brand,
the more likely they’ll be to buy
it later (or ask for it). And the marketing world is aware that young
kids don’t appreciate the difference
between ads and entertainment.

The Campaign for a Commercial-free Childhood, among other
groups, has called for restrictions
on ads aimed at kids, as some
countries have done. But the U.S.
approach has been more self-regulatory, with limited protections.
The impact on behavior

here are some suggestions from or part of a storyline. Talk about
Common Sense Media.
product-placement messages and
“guerilla marketing.”
Preschoolers
m Tell kids never to click on an
m Keep young children away
ad or fill out a form without your
from ads as much as possible.
permission. Contests and promoKids ages 2 to 7 see, on average,
tions are used to capture e-mail
12 TV food ads a day, 4,380 a
addresses and phone numbers.

The reality is
that our kids
are growing
up in a media-driven ad
culture that
“sells” behaviors and values based on
products and
profits, not
what’s best
for children.
And if you
look at some
of the problems today,
you can see
the possible
connections:
childhood
obesity, eating
disorMany preschoolers see thousands of food ads.
ders, sexualization, youth violence, underage year. Opt for commercial-free TV
alcohol and tobacco use, and the or DVDs of your choosing. Many
old family shows are available on
erosion of creative play.
To help children resist impulse DVD, so you can avoid heavily
buying, peer pressure to conform advertised re-runs. Avoid sugarand unthinking brand loyalty, cereal websites with “free fun”
games. They’re just a ploy to buy
more cereal.

Time to give children an ‘ad-ucation’

C

heck out Admongo.gov, the new website from the Federal Trade Commission’s
Bureau of Consumer Protection. Get your kids to play the game with make-believe
products (modeled on the real ones). It will encourage them to ask three important
questions about commercials: Who is responsible for the ad? What is the ad actually
saying? What does the ad want me to do? The Bureau’s “ad-ucation” initiative is
working with Scholastic, the educational publishing company, to help distribute
“media literacy” materials to teachers and classrooms.
The main idea is that children of all ages need to understand how “commercial
speech” differs from other forms of communication. The goal is to help kids in an
ad-saturated world to think critically, analyze the various methods of persuasion, and
figure out whether buying a product is really in their best interest. u
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m Explain that ads make things

look clever and beautiful. Remind kids that the true purpose
behind celebrity endorsements,
promotions, downloads and links
from games and phones is to sell
products and get information.
Middle and high school kids
m Demystify

brands. Brands
sell images as much as they sell
products. Companies create hype
to make brands more desirable.
Tell kids you understand that,
like adults, they want the latest
“in” products. Just be aware that,
often, these are the most heavily
advertised and costly.
m Steer clear of merchandise

related to alcohol or smoking.
Studies have shown that the more
kids see those ads, the more likely
they are to use the products.
m Cellphones are not for con-

tests. Trading personal information for soda or candy is a bad
deal. The drink lasts a minute but
the company keeps your child’s
phone number and personal information.

m Teach the difference between m Talk about peer pressure. Ad-

a TV show and a commercial.
It’s all but impossible to keep TV
advertising away from young kids,
but you can point out when commercials begin and end and talk
about what the ads are selling.

vertisers count on young people’s
sensitivity to peer pressure to “be
cool. ” They also count on kids’
desire to connect with each other
to sell them things.

Elementary school children

ing out of a commercial and why.
For example, food commercials are
not designed to provide the most
accurate nutritional information.
Encourage kids to look elsewhere
for objective information. u

m Help kids identify types of ads.

Watch TV or play a video game
with your child, and look for logos
and products that are used as props

m Ask what an ad might be leav-
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on the job

Disarming difficult personalities at work
By Connie Merritt, R.N., P.H.N.

With indecisives and
stallers. First cousins to

D

ealing with difficult people
can feel like a fulltime job
sometimes. They can slow
you down, upset your equilibrium and drain your energy.
Sorry to say, there’s no single
approach that will be successful
with every quirky personality. But
you can counter some of the most
common troublesome behavior.
Here are some suggestions.

the “no people.” They research everything to death
and want a perfect result.
Try this:
Give fewer alternatives.
Suggest your own preference.
Give a specific deadline,
“If I don’t
hear from you by tomorrow afternoon at 3, I’ll go
ahead with my choice.”
if you can.

With exploders, tantrum throw–
ers and yellers. Resist the in-

stinct to push back. Emotions are
already too high. Instead:
Adopt a neutral stance. Picture an inflated balloon that you
just let go...fsssuuu all around the
room. Do not interrupt or touch
the person.
Rise slowly if you’re seated.
Maintain eye contact, but don’t
stare like a zombie. Slow your
breathing. Cross your arms or
make a “stop sign” gesture, if
you’re feeling strong.
Snap them out of it. Speak the
sweetest word they know: their
own name. Don’t say “calm
down,” “wait a minute” or “stop.”
Instead, try one of the following:
Ask for a solution: “Al, I can see
this is a big problem to you. What
can we do together to help solve it?
What would you like me to do?”
Ask: “Is there anything else?”
Ask the person to leave: Say:
“I feel overwhelmed right now.
I would like you to come back
when you’re less angry.”
Leave: “I’m going to leave now,
and I’ll come back when we can
talk about this in a more productive way.”
With unreliables. They promise

but they don’t deliver. Here’s how
to keep them on the up-and-up.
Be realistic. Say: “I know this
kind of commitment is hard for
most people. Are you sure you
can make it?”
6

Five employees may respond to a situation in five different ways.

Find the middle ground. “I
know that we agreed on two
weeks, but I’d be OK with three
weeks if that would help you.”

Ask for more
thing else?”

Ask for a recap. Ask the person
to explain his or her understanding of the important facts.

tween the two. Negative analysts
are contingency planners who can
be very helpful. “No people” on
the other hand describe problems
and make complaints without offering solutions. Here are some
tips for dealing with “no people:”

Tie

the commitment to a sense

of honor.

“Do I have your word
on that? I know I can count on
you.” If necessary, put it in writing—and both parties sign.
With chronic critics. Snide comments can be deflating. But when
you call people on it, they often
say, “Oh, I was just kidding.”
Critics also use dramatic signs,
eye rolls and thumbs-down gestures. Try these responses:

Aim

for an alternative to the

criticism.

“Any-

With “no people” and negative
analysts. First, distinguish be-

Be positive. Acknowledge what
the person said: “You could be
right.” But don’t get sucked into
his or her negativity. Say, “That
has not been my experience.”
Don’t argue. Chances are, the
person tends to be the “glass half
empty” type, and you’re not going to change that orientation.

sniping.

Ask: “Do you have anything to add?”

Ask for solutions. “What do
you think would work here?”

Smoke the person out. “That
sounded like an insult. Did you
mean it that way?” Or “The ‘stupidest idea’...what exactly makes
you to say that?”
Expose covert gestures. “What
did you mean by that?”

Examine the negativity. “What’s
the worst that can happen?”

Seek

group consensus of the

criticism.

“Does anyone else see
it that way?” If the group agrees,
ask, “Can you be more specific?”

Try to reprogram. Meet with
the person privately. Try: “You
may not be aware of how negative
you’ve become. And I don’t think
this is who you really are.” Often,
when people are made aware that
they have slipped into being a “no
person,” they take it upon themselves to improve.

Make the decision with
the person’s help. Start
with a pros-and-cons list:
“Let’s look at all sides.
What else might we consider?”
Try to move ahead: “It seems like
there are more reasons to go forward. I’ll draw up the paperwork
and return it for your approval.”
Key questions to ask. Jim Grigsby, author of Don’t Tick Off the
Gators, suggests this crucial step
after you deal with a difficult person. Ask yourself:

Did I cause or contribute to the
problem by not knowing enough
about the other person?
Did I create the environment that
allowed the situation to flourish
by ignoring it or hoping it would
go away?
Was the cause of the problem a
lack of communication or bad information?
How did I respond to each event
or stage? Did I know when to hold
’em and when to fold ’em?
Can this situation be prevented in
the future? What can I learn from
this experience? u
—Adapted from the author’s book
“Too Busy for Your Own Good: Get
More Done in Less Time—with Even
More Energy” (McGraw-Hill). For
more information, visit
conniemerritt.com.
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Cutting out the
salt…it’s easier
said than done

A

major cause of high blood
pressure is too much salt in
our diet. The average American
woman consumes 3,000 milligrams
of sodium daily, the average man
about 4,000. Recommended levels
for most people are 1,500.
Simply cutting our average salt
intake by 1,200 mg a day would
save thousands of lives every year,
said Kirsten Bibbins-Domingo,
M.D., Ph.D., of the University of
California: “But it’s always striking
to me how hard it is for my patients
to cut salt.”
Just don’t blame the salt shaker,
said Mark Pecker, M.D., of the
Division of Hypertension at Weill
Cornell Medical College: “Most of
the salt we eat comes from foods
that are processed, including baked
goods, dairy products, candies,
condiments and soups.”
Food manufacturers use sodium as
a preservative and flavor-enhancer.
And who knows how much salt is in
the restaurant food that we eat so
much more of these days?
A typical chain restaurant entree
contains more than 1,500 mg of
sodium, according to the Nutrition
Action Health Letter. And some
popular dishes are truly over the
top. For example: spaghetti and
meatballs at Olive Garden (2,180
mg), grilled cheese and tomato
deep dish pizza at Uno, Chicago
(4,920), and the “bloomin’ onion”
at Outback Steakhouse (5,510).
What you can do to help
Read the labels on processed
foods and choose lower-salt
options.
Ask the chef to cook your entree
without salt or check the food-chain
website for lower-sodium options.
Don’t rely on blood pressure
medication to “fix” the high-salt
problem. Make it a health issue
that you’re aware of and working
on yourself. u

A HEALTHY YOU

How to improve your sense of balance

F

alls happen to us all. And
if you’re young and limber,
chances are you can pick
yourself up and brush yourself off after a tumble.
It’s different as you
get older. Falls happen
more often, with more
serious consequences.
Each year one in
three Americans
65 and older
suffers a fall.
In his book Balance: In
Search of the Lost Sense, Scott
McCredie explained that
the sense of balance
starts to decline in
one’s 20s and goes
downhill
from
there, unless you
take steps to restore it.
Physical therapist
Marilyn Moffat of New
York University emphasizes that
balance is a motor skill that requires training the same way you
train your muscles for strength
and your heart for aerobic capacity. And key to maintaining balance is strengthening your “core”
muscles (abs, back and pelvis).

Having strong core muscles also
makes it easier to do most physical activities, according to www.
mayoclinic.com.
In her Personal Health column
in The New York Times,
Jane E. Brody described
several balance-enhancing
exercises, some of which are
simple and others are harder
than they seem:
Stand on one foot
while you’re brushing your teeth.
Tighten your deepest abdominal muscle (the one you feel
when you cough).
Sit in a firm chair with
your arms crossed—
don’t lean against the
back. Stand up straight
and sit down again as
quickly as you can without using your arms. Repeat 3 times and
build to 10 reps. Do this once or
twice a day to increase ankle, leg
and hip strength and help you adjust to changes in position without getting dizzy.
Heel-to-toe

tandem

walking.

Holding your stomach muscles
tight and your chin tucked in,
place one foot in front of the
other, touching heel to toe. Walk
10 or more feet and repeat the
exercise once or twice a day. This
is best done on a firm uncarpeted
floor.
Walk on your toes, then on your
heels to strengthen your ankles.
Try sidestepping. Face a wall and
step sideways with one leg (bring
the other foot to it) 10 times in
each direction. After mastering
that, try a dance-like move. Sidestep once to your right, then cross
your left leg behind. Sidestep to
the right again and cross your
left leg in front. Repeat 10 times.
Then do it in the other direction.
When you start exercising to
improve your balance, you may
want to hold onto a counter or
sturdy chair. As you get steadier,
you can try first with no hands
and then with your eyes closed.
“In addition,” said Brody, “the
slow, continuous movements of
tai chi, the popular Chinese exercise, have been shown in scientific
studies to improve balance and
reduce the risk of falls.” u

Lots of color means lots of nutrients

W

hen you’re shopping for groceries, don’t get hung up on nutrient content. Let color be your guide to healthy eating, says
food writer Susan McQuillan in “Psychology Today” magazine.
“The natural color of a food can be a reliable indicator of the
vitamins, minerals and other nutrients it supplies,” she says. For
example:
Dark green vegetables are high in vitamin C.

Red, yellow, and orange fruits and vegetables are high in beta
carotene (vitamin A) and may also be high in vitamin C.
White fruits and veggies provide B vitamins and many minerals.
White dairy products contain calcium and are often fortified with
vitamin D.
Purplish-blue foods contain heart-healthy antioxidants and are
also high in vitamin C and fiber.
Brown foods supply the vitamins E and B which include folic acid.
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“The more color you toss into your shopping cart, the better
chance you have of meeting all your nutritional needs,” says
McQuillon. And be sure to choose some superstars from each
food group into your diet every day. For example:
Mangoes and blueberries from the fruit group. Spinach,
broccoli and potatoes from vegetables. Oatmeal, wheat
germ and a
multigrain
roll from
the grains.
Skim milk and
yogurt from
dairy. Salmon
and lentils from
the protein
group. u
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Yes, you can go home again...at any age

an close relatives live together successfully as adults?
That is the overall question
addressed in this wonderful
new book, Under One Roof Again,
by Susan Newman, Ph.D.
While families move back in
together for reasons of health,
convenience, or togetherness—
most moves are financially driven.
Whatever is behind the decision,
being under one roof again has
become the “new normal“ and
will continue to be, no matter
what the economy does, says Dr.
Newman (see front page).
Interacting with parents, relatives and grownup children is a
balancing act that requires special

insights. As you read this book,
you’ll find examples of just about
everything that can happen and
advice on how to cope.
Under One Roof Again is full
of down-to-earth,
practical wisdom
about what it
takes to live together
happily,
such as establishing
boundaries, putting groundrules in
place, escaping the
parent-child trap,
separating money
matters,
coping
with control issues
and manipulation,

sharing space, the dating life, the
job hunt, and much more.
To broaden everyone’s perspective, each topic has comments
titled What Your Parent May Be
Thinking and What
Your Adult Child
May Be Thinking.
And “yes,” living under one roof
can and does work.
“If there’s room in
your heart, there’s
room in your home
for sons and daughters, parents and
in-laws who need a
place to live,” says
Dr. Newman.

Living under one roof gives
you a chance to strengthen and
enhance your family relationships. And, she adds, “the bottom
line is that you want it to work
and so do the people you are living with...and it will.”
Here are three of the author’s
cardinal rules for living together:
Be realistic about what to expect.
Don’t rehash past negatives: move
on. Retain a “We’re in this together” attitude while holding on to
your separate life.
Under One Roof: All Grown Up
and (Re)learning to Live Together
Happily (Lyons Press, paperback,
$16.95) is available in bookstores
and online. u
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